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Automated Integration of Genomic Physical Mapping Data via Parallel Simulated Annealing 

Tom Slezak, Human Genome Center, Biology and Bio-technology Research Program, 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 7000 East Ave., Mail Stop L-452, 
Livermore, CA 94550 (slezak@LLNL.gov) 

ABSTRACT--- - 
The Human Genome Center at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) is nearing 
closure on a high-resolution physical map of human chromosome 19. We have built automated tools 
to assemble 15,OOO fingerprinted cosmid clones into 800 contigs with minimal spanning paths 
identified. These islands are being ordered, oriented, and spanned by a variety of other techniques 
including: Fluorescence Insitu Hybridization (FISH) at 3 levels of resolution, ECO restriction 
fragment mapping across all contigs, and a multitude of different hybridization and PCR techniques 
to link cosmid, YAC, BAC, PAC, and P1 clones. The FISH data provide us with partial order and 
distance data as well as orientation. We made the observation that map builders need amuch rougher 
presentation of data than do map readers; the former wish to see raw data since these can expose 
errors or interesting biology. We further noted that by ignoring our length and distance data we could 
simphfy our problem into one that could be readily attacked with optimization techniques. The data 
integration problem could then be seen as an M x N ordering of our N cosmid clones which 
“intersect” M larger objects @e., cosmid clone contigs, restriction fragment maps, and 
YAC/PAC/33AC/Pl clones) by defining “intersection” to mean either contigjmap membership or 
hybridizationresults. Clearly, the goal of making anintegrated map is now toremange the Ncosmid 
clone c‘columnsy’ such that the.number of gaps on the object “rows”are minimized (since each object 
is supposed to be a contiguous stretch of DNA). Our FISH partially-ordered cosmid clones provide 
us with a set of constraints that cannot be violated by the reanangement process. We solved the 
optimization problem via simulated annealing performed on a network of 40+ Unix machines in 
parallel, using a server/client model built on explicit socket calls. For current maps (725 objects and 
2,750 cosmid clones, of which 375 are partially-ordered via FISH, genetic, orrestriction mapping) 
we can create a map in about 4 hours on the parallel net versus 4+ days on a single workstation. Our 
biologists are now using this software on a daily basis to guide their efforts toward final closure. 
Current work is extending these maps to include all distance and length data which had been 
suppressed, creating a “metric” map that is more suitable for map readers. We have built a 
comprehensive graphical genome browser client to display all aspects of our mapping database, 
including the output of this integrated mapping process. (This work was performed under the 
auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under 
Contract No. W-7405-ENG-48.) ’ 

I. Background and Significance 

The Human Genome Center at LLNL is completing a high-resolution physical map of human 
chromosome 19. The computational effort in support of this large project is done in the context of 
applications support, not theoretical research. An adequate introduction to the complexity of the 
Human Genome Project (HGP) and thedetails of the biological techniques used in physical mapping 
are far beyond the scope of this paper. Computer scientists interested in a good single reference to the 



HGP, genetic and physical mapping, sequencing, and details of common techniques of molecular 
biology are urged to read the excellent book produced by the Los Alamos National Lab (Cooper 
(Ed), 1992). It contains numerous references for further reading in all aspects of the HGP and 
provides information on terminology introduced in this section. For the purposes of this paper we 
wil l  provide only a bare-bones coverage of terminology and concepts, without going into extensive 
biological detail. 

The ultimate goal of the HGPis to locate, determine the function of, and understand the mechanisms 
of all the “genes” that exist in the human organism and are responsible for all its actions. It is 
interesting to note that there is no single accepted definition of what a “gene” is; for our purposes we 
can think of it as a template of DNA averaging a few thousands of base pairs, often broken into 

‘ several functional chunks called “exons” which may be separated by up to many thousands of base 
pairs of non-functional DNA (“introns”, or “junk DNA”). The gene codes for the construction of a 
single protein. It is estimated that there are about 100,OOO different genes involved in human life. 
Many human diseases or conditions are caused by errors in DNA replication that cause genes to 
either malfunction altogether or function improperly. Some errors are simple one-base insertions, 
deletions, or substitutions in a single gene; others, as in Huntington’s disease and some forms of 
muscular dystrophy are “stutter repeats” of triplets of base pairs. Some diseases are caused by 
simultaneous errors in multiple genes. 

The details of how genes are determined from the underlying DNA nucleotide sequence are beyond 
the scope of this paper. It is estimated that the human genome is comprised of about 3 billion base 
pairs of DNA divided among 24 chromosomes. If we make the assumption that there are about 
100,OOO genes each comprising about 3.000 base pairs, we see that only about 10% of the human 
genome is functionally important. Although the genes are distributed throughout the genome, the 
distribution does not appear to be random and gene-rich spots are found in several chromosomes. 

The current state of the art of sequencing technology does not make it cost-effective to directly 
sequence the entire human genome to locate all the genes. Hence, a hierarchical approach to gene 
finding must be taken. A small chromosome like human chromosome 19 is about 60 miUion 
base-pairs in length. This is far too large of a piece of DNA to be directly manipulated in any 
reasonable way at the current time. This necessitates various genetic techniques (principally 
cleavage by restriction enzymes) to be applied to shatter the chromosome into more manageable 
units. These smaller pieces (ranging in size from a few thousand to over a million base-pairs in 
length) are then“c1oned” by inserting them intovarious host DNA (bacteria, yeast, etc.) sothat as the 
host cells replicate, the embedded portions of target DNA also are duplicated. The process of 
constructing orderings of overlapping clones of various resolution scales is generally referred to as 
“physical mapping”. 

The ultimate goal of physical mapping is to provide resources forresearchers to more readily isolate 
genes of particular medical or commercial interest. Often this gene-hunting is driven by laborious 
studies of large groups of closely- related people who have high incidences of the disease or 
condition of interest. Their chromosomes are stained to show banding patterns and are searched for 
evidence of gross disruption or rearrangement that links to the disease or condition. A technique 
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called “linkage mapping” then can often be utilized to provide rather coarse bracketing of the 
region(s) that contain gene(s) that appear to be Wed to the condition of interest. At this point, 
genetic “probes” (short, presumably unique stretches of DNA) can be derived to mark the points that 
appear to flank the related gene(s). E a  good physical map is available for thatregion, ordered clones 
of a readily-m3@pulated size can then be extracted using those markers. Ultimately, one or more 
clones are then “sequenced” to extract the DNA encoding. (It is interesting to note that current 
sequencing technology can only read 400-700 bases at a time, requiring a further sub-cloning of the 
DNA and therefore another loss of order.) Once the DNA sequence has been successNly 
reassembled from the many small 400-500 base fragments, sophisticated software can be u s 4  to 
search for the gene coding regions. At this point, the real work has only begun, as it is now necessary 
to try to understand how the gene functions and what may have caused it to malfunction. 

LLNL uses awide array of clones in om work on human chromosome 19. This is non-exhaustive list 
of the types of DNA clones used in mapping and sequencing: 

Name T w o f C  lone Human DNA insert size 

PAC P-1 Artificial Chromosome 12OKbp 

cosmid modified plasmid bacterial clone 4OKbp 

Each type of clone has various advantages and disadvantages. Thecosmidclones arequite stable and 
easy to work with, including subcloning into M13 for sequencing. YAC clones are appealing due to 
their large size, requiring relatively few clones to map an entire chromosome (Cohen, 1993). 
Unfortunately they suffer from numerous stability problems (deletions, chimerisms, 
rearrangements, etc.) and also are far too large for sequencing, requiring at least one level of 
sub-cloning and subsequent loss of order. The PAC and BAC clones are relativelyrecent inventions 
and show great promise for future mapping projects, combining larger average size with the stability 
of cosmids. 

II. Physical Mapping Concepts 

A good general measure of the usefulness of a physical chromosome map is the labor required on 
average to identify and characterize any given 10 Kbp region once a probe linked to that region has 
been located on the map. Within current technology, this and other considerations appear to argue for 
constructing a clonal covering map involving elements of approximately cosmid insert size. A 
library of this type providesreadily available DNA andreasonably efficient substrates forrestriction 
analysis and sequencing. The inserts’in such libraries are also usefully congruent with the average 
size of a gene-specific domain in mammalian DNA. 

Even for small chromosomes, however, constructing such maps is a formidable undertaking. Many 
thousands of cosmids must be processed and the rare true overlaps winnowed with high confidence 
from among many millions of cosmid pairs. Biological complications such as imperfect clonability, 
non-uniformity of restriction site distributions, and the presence of repetitive elements can 
introduce serious difficulties. Imperfections in the experimental data also seriously limit the 

YAC Yeast Artificial Chromosome 2OOKbp - 2Mbp 

BAC Bacterial Artificial Chromosome SO-100Kbp 

M13 sequencing template clone 1 SKbp-3Kbp 



efficiency and accuracy of mapping. It is also notoriously difficult to obtain significant long range 
continuity in such maps even when more than 95% of the genome is present in the contigs. (Note that 
gaps will usually exist in any “library” of clones, for the reason that some sequences of target DNA 
may prove to be fatal to the ability of the host DNA to replicate.) For this reason, mapping 
information at a coarser resolution scale must also be obtained by other methods (e.g. FISH mapping 
or the integration of cosmid and YAC maps). 

Guided by these considerations, we are constructing a “covering map” of chromosome 19 from a 
chromosome-specific cosmid library. In this construction, we are relying in significant part on high 
density restriction fingerprints obtained for each cosmid. From such Ggerprint data, overlap 
between pairs of cosmids is inferred (Branscomb, 1990) and contigs are constructed (unpublished 
data). These methods are augmented by several types of fluorescence in situ hybridization mapping 
(Brandriff, 1994), by interconnecting cosmids with large insert clones such as YAC/BAC/PACs, by 
cosmid walking, by restriction fragment mapping, and by other means of connecting, locating, and 
orienting the contigs produced by cosmid fingerprinting. 

III. Map Integration and Appropriate Data Abstraction 

The integration of the cosmid contig maps with other mapping information covering the same 
domains is a complex but important problem. To our knowledge, the LLNL chromosome 19 
physical mapping effort involves more distinct experimental somces of data than any other mapping 
project. We have cosmid contig data, four types of FISH data, YAC/STS data, and seven types of 
hybridization data (cosmid-xosmid, plus bi-directional cosmide->YAC, cosmidc->BAC, and 
cosmidc->PAC). In addition, we have order data derived from genetic mapping markers which are 
linked to cosmid clones via unique probes. This wealth of diverse data has challenged us to develop 
automated methods to integrate the over 500,OOO relations that we track among 150,ooot 
potentially-mappable objects. 

Other genome labs have taken the approach that genomic cartography should be seen as an extension 
of the lab notebook database itself. This seems to require that the notion of a physical map be 
concretely defined in terms of the local experimental data. We decided that rather than trying to build 
a perfect “object-oriented” definition of a physical map, tied intimately to the biology involved, we 
would instead opt for a‘kelation-oriented”view of all data that could potentially berepresentedin a 
physical map. 

Our approach to the storage of map integration data has been to automate the extraction of all salient 
experimental data into a small set of basic relations (orientation, distance, length, overlap, etc.) on a 
single abstract class of generic “map objects”. We note that this approach frees us from any 
pre-conceived Limitations in the database of what a physical map should look like. It has also 
allowed us during this year to incorporate data from two new types of objects (BACs and PACs) 
without any perturbation to the map integration code. 

Our primary design goal for integrating physical map data is to use fully automated map assembly 
techniques as far as proves feasible. We note that there is no consensus about what a physical map. 
should look like. Instead, a multitude of competing and valid divergent viewpoints exist. We find 
that it is useful to distinguish between “maps for map builders” and “maps for map readers.” While 
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the later is obviously the end-goal, our tremendous diversity of data dictated that we first build an 
intermediate map which integrates all data democratically and thereby makes visually obvious all 
the “interesting areas” of the map. This includes both errors of many sorts (using the wrong clone, 
data entry error, database error, analysis software error, etc.) and also unusual biology (non-unique 
probes thoughLtg-be unique, repeat elements, deletions, chimerism, etc.) 

Having stored all integrated mapping data as a set of relations on a single class of map objects we 
noticed that if we ignored distance and length data we could greatly simplify the problem of map 
integration. Our data can then all be considered to be ?generic hybridization” data (including all true 
hybridizations plus contig membership and restriction map membership since they similarly imply 
some common segments of DNA). Because length and distance data tend to generate a large amount 
of conflicts, any automated methods used for resolution would suppress at least some errors or 
interesting biology. We decided to ignore distance and length data in our initial integrated mapping 
approach and concentrate solely on order, with cosmid clone probes being our normalized objects to 
be ordered. 

IV. Map Integration as an Optimization Problem Solvable via Simulated Annealing 

We refer to this first-level integrated physical map as our “partial order‘’ map, as distinguished from 
the “metric” map that is following. Having made the X-axis of our integrated map unitless, we now 
saw that map integration could be reduced to an optimization problem where “probes” (e.g., cosmid 
clones, some of which might be associated with STS markers or loci) intersected larger “objects” 
(e.g., cosmid clone contigs, restriction fragment maps, YACs, BACs, PACs). Note that we only use 
data from cosmid clone contigs that can be tied to other objects via either FISH/genetic ordering, 
restriction map membership, or hybridization to larger clonal objects flAC/BAC/PACs). 

By casting our problem in this fashion, setting up an M x N matrix where the N probes are the 
columns and the M rows are the objects that those probes intersect, we can see that the problem of 
global integration is reduced to that of ordering the probes (columns) such that the global number of 
breaks or gaps in the objects (rows) is minimized (Figure 1). This follows from the fact that all our 
row objects are supposed to be contiguous stretches of DNA. Since we do not have total data (no 
probe was tested against all cosmids, for example) and we do not distinguish between negative 
results and no data, we always expect some gaps on the rows. A further simplification is to treat the 
data democratically, e.g., clonal membership in a contig or restriction map cariies the same weight as 
hybridization to a YAC/BAC/PAC clone. Having now reduced the complex problem of integrating 
multiple sources of physical mapping data into a moderately large (currently 2,800 clones by 725 
large objects) binary matrix with the simple optimization task of minimizing gaps on rows, 
simulated annealing appeared to be a suitable solution method. 

A large body of literature covering simulated annealing exists and the mathematically-inclined 
reader is advised to check several references: (Kirkpatrick, 1983) presents an excellent introduction 
to optimization by simulated annealing, including numerous examples of its usage in several fields. 
A thorough review of the practice versus theory of simulated annealing (Ingber, 1993) is available 
via anonymous ftp. Readers desiring practical code instead of formulae should see (press, 1988) 



which contains a complete solution to the classical travelling salesman problem in C code that can 
readily be adapted’to many optimization problems. 

Simulated annealing has been applied to problems in physical mapping as well. We note that the 
much smaller, but related, problem of making YAC contigs from STS hybridization data is a tiny 
subset of oulpoblem. We were inspired by earlier work of R. Mott of IC& on this YAC/STS 
problem applied to yeast chromosomes (Mott, 1993), but aside from adopting his data input format 
all our code was designed and developed to solve our larger problem. He was solving a different 
problem (YAC clone ordering based on total-probing by a set of cosmid probes without constraints) 
and our data required a more robust approach. A paper presented at this conference two year ago 
(Rigault, 1992) is also available via ftp and contains an excellent functional description of simulated 
annealing and describes YAC/STS ordering on human chromosome 21. 

Basically, simulated annealing is an optimization method that samples many random permutations 
of the problem, searching for rearrangements that minimize the optimization function (for example, 
the number of row gaps in the problem matrix described above). To avoid getting trapped in a local 
minima, candidate permutations that do not decrease the optimization function are randomly 
accepted based on an exponential factor that mimics the temperature of methods used to slowly 
anneal glass. At initial “high” temperatures, there is increased likelihood that permutations that do 
not decrease the optimization function wil l  be accepted. This allows the mechanism to sample the 
problem space widely. As the temperature decreases, there is exponentially less chance of accepting 
moves which do not decrease the optimization function. The system remains at a given temperature 
state until some number of accepted moves have been achieved or some (much larger) number of 
attempts have been without achieving the desired number of accepted moves. The process ends when 
no further improvement is found. 

V. Simulated Annealing Parameters 

How well simulated annealing works depends on the optimization function chosen, the methods 
used to generate random Permutations, the type of constraints that are employed, the initial 
“temperature” used, the annealing schedule used to decrease the temperature, the amount of time 
spent at each temperature state, and the method used to determine when to stop the process. Note that 
only empirical and anecdotal evidence seems to exist to guide the setting of many of the parameters. 
A brief discussion of our contribution to this folklore follows. 

We note that global gap minimizationis the simplestpossible optimization function for ourproblem, 
but point to work reported in a talk by S. Lincoln of the MIT Whitehead Institute at the Cold Spring 
Harbor genome meeting in May, 1993 where they independently studied this issue and concluded 
after trying more elaborate optimization functions that gap minimization worked best (Meyers, 
1993). In the absence of constraintS, Mott was able to transform his YAC/STS problem (Mott, 1993) 
into an analog of the travelling salesman problem and use an exceedingly fast optimization function 
(Press, 1988) by considering the linear order of clones to be a closed loop. 

In order for simulated annealing to have a chance of finding a near-optimal solution it must be 
possible for any permutation to be generated. One must be careful to ensure that large-scale 
rearrangements can actually be generated: Rigault notes that although any rearrangement can 



theoretically be achieved by series of pair-interchanges, it would behighly unlikely to escape a local 
minima via this technique (Rigault, 1992). He presents a set of permutations to rearrange his STS 
columns which boils down to 3 cases (swap, reversal, and transport of clusters of STS of size >= 1). 
The travelling salesman solution (Press, 1988) uses two basic mechanisms: the transport of a 
segment of the tour to elsewhere on the loop, andreversal of a segment of the loop, with a coin toss to 
decide which type of permutation to try. We also use these two basic types of moves, although due to 
our use of constraints we cannot simplify things by joining the ends into a loop. We found by 
experimenting thataratio of3:l of transports toreversals gavebestresults (afardifferentresult than 
reportedin (Cuticchia, 1992) where the lack of constraints made transports equivalent toreversals). 
The reversals are chosen randomly, but we use a guided method on the transports, as follows: 1) 
randomly pick arow in the matrix. 2) count how many contiguous “blobs” of 1s there are on therow; 
if one then just randomly pick a segment to transport and a destination; otherwise, 3) randomly pick 
one segment as the one to be moved and another as the target, 4) toss a binary coin: if 0, randomly 
pick one end of the target blob as the destination of the moved segment; if 1, randomly pick a 
destination within the target blob. Clearly, this heuristic concentrates onmoves which tend to bring 
clusters on a row together, thus having a greater potential of reducing the global gap count than a 
totally random move. In practice it led to much more appealing solutions in shorter time. 

e-_ - 

We currently have -375 of our cosmid clone probes which have been partially-ordered by either 
FISH, genetic mapping, or restriction mapping techniques. This data provides us with a convenient 
“backbone” to use as a constraint to control our gap-minimization process. No attempted 
rearrangement of probes (columns) will be allowed if any of the -550 partial order constraint facts 
are found to be violated. These backbone probes then act as “seed crystals” for our simulated 
annealing algorithm to grow clusters on. The initial condition for the system is achieved by 
positioning all of the partially-ordered clones evenly along the X-axis such that no constraints are 
violated, with the remaining clones randomly filling in the gaps between them. Due to the presence 
of the constraints it makes little sense to generate permutations that try to move large regions, since 
the probability of violating constraints becomes quite high. We control this with a parameter that 
limits the length of a candidate permutation to about 1% of the number of probes, a heuristic that 
works well on our data. 

Simulated annealing is a technique that bears more resemblance in practice to magic than to the 
preciseness of a mathematical description. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the selection of the 
“initial temperature” for the annealing and the choice of an “annealing schedule”, the method of 
decreasing the system temperature. The physical analogy to annealing glass is clear: at the start of the 
process the temperature must be hot enough to melt the glass completely, and you need to cool it 
gradually. However, in practice one tends to find arbitrary initial temperature values chosen such that 
almost any move which doesn’t violate constraints is accepted. We have followed that tradition, 
using a starting temperature that was determined via empirical testing. 

It is the matter of choosing an annealing schedule that separates the pragmatists from the pedants. 
Ingber notes that, strictly speaking, virtually all implementations of so-called simulated annealing 
are actually “simulated quenching” since they lose the property of being able to statistically 



guarantee finding an optimal solution by choosing an annealing schedule that brings results that are 
“good enough” in a reasonable amount of time (Ingber, 1993). He states that whereas a logarithmic 
temperature schedule (T(k+l) =T(k) - T(0) * (In(kO)/(k*(ln(k)**2))) meets therigorous definition 
of true simulated annealing, many researchers use a geometric schedule for expediency ( T(k+l) = c 
* T(k) where --_ kis the - timeindex and 0 < c < 1). As reported in (Cuticchia, 1992) where acareful study 
was performed of the calibration of the annealing parameters for theirreassembly of DNA, the use of 
a more rigorous annealing schedule did not yield results that were significantly better, yet took up to 
two orders of magnitude more time. 

We also opted for expediency over completeness and used a simple geometric annealing schedule. 
Our application is attempting to integrate fresh experimental data to guide subsequent experiments, 
and our problem space is large enough that obtaining a“decent” answer overnight is far preferable to 
a theoretically-guaranteed global optimum produced in a number of weeks. Additionally, the fact 
that currently some 13% of our probes are in the partially-ordered constraint list has radically 
changed our problem from that of a large global optimization (with 2750! possible states) to a 
collection of about 375 loosely-connected local optimizations. This enormous reductionin strength 
of the problem allows us in practice to use a fast schedule ( .7 <= c e= .9 ) with no loss in quality. We 
note that our use of such an aggressive quenching schedule would certainly not be justifiedif we did 
not have such a large, evenly-distributed backbone of constraints. 

The remaining parameters of interest in simulated annealing concern the duration of each time step 
and when to halt the entire process. One criteria for changing the time step is if too many 
permutations have been accepted; (Press, 1988) uses 10 times the number of columns in the 
optimization matrix and we found that to work well on our problem. The otherreason to switch time 
steps is when enough permutations have been tried without reaching the limit of acceptance. This 
also clearly needs to be scaled to the problem dimension. We did a controlled study of this parameter 
on our data and found that 750 times the number of columns yielded the best final results. We exit the 
entire annealing process after a time step is completed with no global improvement. 

VI. Parallel Simulated Annealing (Quenching) 

Our initial implementation of simulated annealing assembled maps from about 1,400probes and 400 
larger objects. On a single Sun Sparc 2 workstation 2-3 days were required to complete a solution 
depending on the annealing parameten used. Given that we had many other workstations on our net 
and had been using them in parallel since 1988 for other genome computations (S led ,  1989) a 
parallel speedup for our simulated annealing system was desirable. 

. Thesimulatedannealingmechanismisnotinherentlytriviallypar~e1,sosomecarehadtobegiveas 
to the granularity of parallelism to be used and the amount of network traffic needed to keep multiple 
machines running effectively. Further, the system must not allow the fastest machines to totally 
dominate the process, yet slower machines must not drag down the entire process or fall too far 
behind to be doing useful work. 

, . , . . . . . . .. 



Our solution was to construct a server/client model, where acentral “job servef’handed out worhg  
orders to the many client machines and input results (Figure 2). A simple protocol was devised to 
handle the multiple needs of the system, initiated by the client contacting the server: 

1) The client tells the server what the best gap-count score achieved was (-1 for the initial contact), 
what time st@ is on, and how many permutations it has tried since the last contact. 

2a) The server compares the client’s best score with the current global best gap-count score. If the 
new score is better, the server accepts it as the new global best. The client’s number of permutations 
are added to the running total for the current global time step; the server decides if enough attempts at 
this time step have been seen and if so, increments the global time step. 

2b) The server constructs a reply for the client. This consists of a new target best gap-count score to 
strive for, the time step to use, and a command code that tells the client whether or not to send its 
current column permutation and whether or not to accept a new one from the server. The client’s 
column state is accepted by the server if it is the best reported, and randomly if it is within a small 
window of the current global best. The client is given a new column permutation state to use unless 
its score was within am-time defined window of the global best. (We currently use a window size 
in the range of 6-10 gaps.) This state-handling allows multiple parallel threads of exploration to 
exist and prevents slower michines from becoming uselessly far behind. It also cuts down net traf€ic 
tremendously. The use of a target score is important in the early time steps when improvements are 
rapid; we currently hand out target scores of global-best - 100 in time step T(O), global-best - 5 in 
time step T( 1) and global-best - 1 otherwise. In practice, the fastest machines only dominate in the 
earliest time steps, making the global summing of attemptedpermutations areasonably accurate way 
of estimating when to increment the time step since the work being done is pertinent. A special 
command code tells clients to quit when the server is done; they also quit ifthey are unable to contact 
the server for any reason. 

3) The client examines the server’s reply. It notes the target score and will not contact the server again 
until it meets (or beats) that score or until some pre-specified number of permutations have been 
attempted without meeting the target. ;This prevents machines from falling too far behind the pace of 
the entire system. If commanded, the client sends its column state and/or receives a new one from the 
server. In any case, the client sets its local time state to whatever the server passed it. The clients . 
otherwise run entirely independent versions of the annealing, subject only to these periodic 
intemptions to talk with the server at which time potentially major state changes are made before 
resuming the generation of permutations. 

Currently we are building maps with 2,750 probes and 725 objects, which would take well over 4 
days to run on a single Sun Sparc 2, but which run in about 4 hours in parallel on our network of 4ot 
Unix workstations. The system is robust enough to handle any loss orrestart of client machines and a 
checkpoint mechanism at each change of time state allows a server restart without beginning from 
scratch. The communicationmethod usedis based onexplicit Unix sockets (all coding is in C), since 
we had working code from an earlier parallel project that preceded the availability of PVM, Linda, 
etc. 



VII. Usage of the Integrated Maps 

Output from this integrated “partial ordei‘ map is now usedregularly by ourresearchen. The initial 
outcry against the democratic treatment of the data died out after users found that every type of data 
helped to uncover problems with some other type of data. Researchers quickly learned how to read 
the map in tkek regions of interest and then go to the appropriate colleagues to discuss either 
apparent conflicts or to negotiate the best strategy for achieving local closure. Our genome database 
graphical browser (unpublished) includes a module to access any feature in the integrated map via 
database queries (Figures 3 & 4) and seamlesslyiink them to other detail map displays (e.g., cosmid 
contigs maps, Eco restriction maps, etc.) as appropriate. 

Vm. Summary and Future Work 

Although we have not yet solved the complex problem of giving all disparate mapping data their 
proper statistical weight, we have determined that a suitably presented democratic portrayal of the 
data (i.e., equal statistical weight to all data) is extremely useful for making cost-effective decisions 
towards reaching closure. Viewing the integration problem in this fashion allowed us to construct a 
fully-automatic solution using a standard optimization technique. In our opinion the liberties which 
we have taken to transform rigorous simulated annealinginto parallel shdated quenching are more 
than justified by the quality and timeliness of the final results. Researchers with similar complex 
genomic data integration problems are invited to contact us concerning collaboration. 

We are currently working on the next phase of automated mapping, which will take the output of the 
“partial order” map and add in the length and distance data which had been excluded. . The ~ t ~ r a l  
initial inclination is to think of defining an interval for each object, where it could exist without 
violating “too many” of the facts that tie it to other objects. However, such an interval problem is 
provably NP-hard which appears hopeless on a full-chromosome data set. Our work on an 
expedient way to handle our length and distance mapping data is in progress (Wagner, 1994). 

It is part of our mapping philosophy that we will only push automated map generation as far as proves 
feasible in practical terms, so we wil l  also look at means of supplying interactive, graphically 
assisted manual final map editing, perhaps using a tool like Lbs Alamos’National Laboratory’s 
SIGMA (Cinkosky, 1994). We note that the preparation of annotated, presentation-ready display of 
selected final map segments remains a problem currently solved only crudely with personal 
computer drawing tools, a challenge we leave for others to solve. 
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X. Figure Legends 

Figure 1. This is a simplified example of the simulated annealing global optimization process. The 
“Before” diagram shows 7 probes and 6 objects of various types. A blank cell means that that probe 
and object are not (yet) known to intersect. For example, probe 4 is a member of contig 1 and has 
probed positive to the YAC, BAC, and PAC. The simulated annealing mechanism will randomly 
rearrange columns trying to coalesce the objects on each row. The “global score” of the Before 
diagram is 15, meaning that by counting across the rows we see 15 “blobs” of contiguous non-empty 
cells. The “After” diagram shows one of many possible annealingresults. This one has a global score 
of 9. Note thatthe absence of datamay indicateeither anegativeresult or thelack of a test being done, 
since not all clones have been (or will) be probed against all YACs/BACs/PACs. The global 
simulated annealing optimization does the best it can with the available data. This example does not 
show the effects of our ordering constraints (for example, a constraint that probe 1 must be before 
probe 6 would not have allowed our “After‘7 solution to have been generated.) 

Figure 2. This demonstrates our parallel implementation of simulated annealing. The server 
process keeps track of the “best” global score seen yet and its associated column order. It waits for 
client processes to contact it and deliver their current local best score. The server may decide to 
accept their best score and request them to send their local column ordering. Alternatively, the server 
may send an updated column ordering to the client and give it a new local best target score to find 
before reporting back, or it may tell the client to continue using the local ordering and search for a 
new target score. Clients wil l  contact the server after a specified number of column rearrangements 
have failed to meet the target score, at which time the server quite likely will give them a new order 
and send them back to work. The server/client protocol has been designed to minimize 
communication overhead. We regularly use 40-1- client machines to build our maps. 

Figure 3. A view of our integrated map, containing 2,761 probes (columns) intersecting 724 larger 
objects (contigs,restrictionmaps, YAC/BAC/PAC clones on therows), with clones partially ordered 
via FISH or genetic mapping shown in green. Note that off-diagonal elements indicate data that 
needs to be examined closely. The region enclosed in the red box is enlarged in Fig. 4. 

Figure 4. A tiny region of our chromosome 19 integrated map has been shown in detail, to 
demonstrate how our map builders are using this tool to guide closure. The long object composed 
of black crosses is a PAC clone; a BAC clone (black diamonds) is located in 3 pieces 5 rows below. 
Note that the BAC and PAC clones me deduced to overlap each other, since 11 cos,mid clones have 
been found to hybridize to both of them. Furthermore, the BAC and PAC clones show evidence of 
overlapping 4 cosmid clone contigs (in blue). Also note that this region is anchored on the left side 
by a clone (shown in green) which has been FISH ordered. The four contigs have been restriction 
mapped (blue crosses) based on the hybridization evidence and were found to overlap using this 
higher-resolution mapping method. 

This paper is available via flp from humpty.llnl.gov. A postscript version of the text can be found 
in/pub/supercomp94.text.ps.Z, figures 1 and 2 are in/pub/supercomp94.figs.ps.Z and figures 3 and 
4 are Sun raster screendumps located in /pub/supercomp.fig{ 34}.sunraster.Z 

http://humpty.llnl.gov
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